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Ɛfɛ means “beauty”. Our tag line is The Beauty of Inclusion.  
Our goal is to bridge the gap between ethnicities/ 
cultures and focus on all hair types. Giving stylists a 
better understanding of the direction they need to take 
to be stronger artists.
 Ɛfɛ Magazine is by artists for artists. Highlighting true 
talent and inspiring our industry through all art forms, 
as we believe  inspiration comes from everywhere.  I 
have, and always will, live with passion and purpose.  
My goal is to shine a light for the stylists coming up in 
the dark, unclear of their direction. I am an educator 
and true educators share without reservation, teach all  
their tricks and give everyone a chance in the limelight...  
who are not afraid to, because they know that everyone’s  
light shines differently. A true educator teaches until  
you learn, and shares all of their information, because  
it’s not only about the information that you have shared,  
it is how it was delivered. 
 Get what you want from this industry because you are 
a winner, but remember you cannot be successful by 
association. Someone else’s success does not determine  
yours. Success in our industry has and always will be 
earned. Don’t be afraid to earn it!
 Ɛfɛ magazine is by artists for artists, providing relevance  
for all talent and art forms. We thrive on excellence and 
a will to inspire sharing real life stories and experience. 
So in a world of social media and photoshoots, we are 
proud to be a part of an industry that will always be 
real. I invite you to submit your work of art to Ɛfɛ for  
a chance to be featured in upcoming issues. We look 
forward to growing with you. For those who opens their  
eyes will see something bigger than themselves.

Addressing hair by texture not race

416.476.9900   
andreasampson@efemagazine.com
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EDITOR’S LETTER

MAKING 
CONECTIONS
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CONTRIBUTORS

We asked our editors to share a little 
about themselves this time around. 
What’s their favorite color? And if 
they could live anywhere in the  
world where would it be and why?

Michael Mabee
Art Director
Fave Colour: As long as  
the whole palette works  
together, I’m good. 
If I could move anywhere:  
I love Toronto - it’s got a 
great cultural mix, great 
food, plus it’s a good base  
to explore the world from.

D’antal Sampson 
Writer/Sales
Fave Colour: Black, because 
black is beautiful.
If I could move anywhere: 
Australia, it’s very cool to 
explore areas that are rarely 
touched by people – there’s 
something very intriguing 
about that. Plus, nothing 
beats going to their  
beautiful beaches everyday. 

Nicole Trotter 
Editor/Writer 
Fave Colour: Red! There 
is something super-sexy 
about the colour red. I love 
red clothes, nails, bags, 
shoes,hair and accessories.  
I think the colour gives you a 
burst of confidence and can 
light up any room. 
If I could move anywhere: 
San Remo. It’s off the north-
western coast of Italy. The 
beautiful landscape, history, 
and food stole my heart 
many years ago.

Shannon Gagnon
Makeup Artist 
Fave Colour: Purple, it  
represents royalty and is 
powerful. I like to think I 
represent both of those 
things.
If I could move anywhere: 
Dubai is my home away 
from home. It’s beautiful.  
It’s always the most up-to-
date with everything and 
it’s HOT.
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CONTRIBUTORS

Efe Magazine is published 6 times a year. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be 
reproduced without written permission from the publisher. The publisher assumes no responsibility 
for the contents of any advertisement and any and all representations or warranties made in such ad-
vertising are those of the advertiser not the publisher. The publisher is not liable to any advertiser for 
any misprints in the advertising not the fault of the publisher and in such an event the limit of the of  
the publisher’s liability shall not exceed the amount of the publisher’s charge for advertising.  
Efe Magazine accepts no responsibility for unsolicited materials, but will be reviewed for 
editorial consideration. These submissions may be used by Efe Magazine and their affiliates  
in any medium without the consent of or payment to the submitting party.  
Published by Efe Magazine.   Printed in Canada.   E-mail: info@efemagazine.com MEMBER

Alanna McKeogh 
Insurance Expert
Fave Colour: My favorite 
colour is turquoise, because 
it reminds me of the ocean.
If I could move anywhere:-
Canada is a beautiful coun-
try and I am proud to be a 
Canadian and to live right 
here, in Toronto. However, 
I love warm weather so I 
like to get away a couple of 
times a year, but my heart 
always stays here!

Voula Petrakis
Aesthetician 
Fave Colour: Orange, it’s 
my happy colour! I think it’s 
not worn or used enough. 
Halloween is one of my 
favourite days of the year 
because of all the orange 
that is used. 
If I could move anywhere: 
Greece – the architecture, 
the food... it’s like having a 
little piece of heaven.

Wioletta Suska 
Photographer
Fave Colour: Yellow, it 
reminds me of the sun,  
and just before sunset you 
can capture the most  
perfect photos.
If I could move anywhere: 
Paris, France is my first  
choice. I just love the culture.

Nikita Kataria
Music
Fave Colour: Changes on a 
daily basis depending on my 
mood or whatever vibe I’m 
feeling that day. My go-to is 
usually black. 
If I could move anywhere:
L.A. or somewhere in 
California. As much as I love 
Canada, I feel like there is so 
much opportunity for career 
growth in the States. Plus, 
they have palm trees.
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DISTRIBUTORS

OUR PARTNERS

Maritime Beauty Supply
maritimebeauty.com

1.800.565.7721

Professional Beauty Supplies
professionalbeautysupplies.com

1.877.994.3536

Tru Beauty Salon Services
trubeauty.ca

1.844.TRU.BEAUTY

Windsor Beauty Supply
windsorbeautysupply.com

1.800.265.9530

Canrad Beauty
canrad.com

1.800.268.1905

Pearlon Products
pearlon.com

1.800.334.6270

Radiant Beauty Supplies
radiantbeautysupplies.com

905.318.4051

Venus Beauty Supplies
venusbeauty.com

1.800.465.7965



Shakespeare
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COVER COLLECTION

“…be not afraid of greatness.  
Some are born great, some  

achieve greatness, and some  
have greatness thrust upon ’em.”

- William Shakespeare
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COVER COLLECTION
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Fly as far as your wings will take you. 
The great often stand alone.
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ɛfɛ LAUNCHES  
AT THE ABA
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EVENT

Efe Magazine and BIG Tease made their debut at the Toronto ABA 
Revel in Beauty show in March. Efe was introduced to stylists, 
manufacturers and distributors who welcomed the newness 
with open arms. Follow us @efemagazine for industry launches, 
events and education. You can also submit your work at info@
efemagazine.com for a chance to be featured in upcoming issues. 



BIG TEASE @ ABA
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BIG Tease was a huge success, our past and present winners hit 
the stage to compete for a special edition ABA championship. 
BIG Tease Child’s Play had Bilalo Hair Artistry presented Sesame 
Street and Twisted Sistahs presented Annie. Both teams brought 
a fierce show to the stage. Sadly, there can only be one winner: 
Twisted Sistahs took first place for the third time. Congratulations  
on another well-deserved win. This year’s BIG Tease will be 
held at the Toronto Events Center on September 23, 2018. You 
don’t want to miss it. This year’s theme BIG Tease – The Musical.  
Register to compete at info@efemagazine.com.



#TORONTOSTRONG
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TORONTO OUR CITY



 ARE YOU 
LICENSED?
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BEAUTY SCHOOL DROPOUT STUDENT TALENT

Can you remember how exciting it was walking into your first day of Cosmetology 
school? Knowing that this is the place where you would spend the next ten to twelve 
months and almost 1,500 hours training for success in this field. Of course those suc-
cesses would include some failures, but finding the inspiration and motivation to 
succeed here amongst your peers while building yourself as an unique artist is key. 
 As you walk in to take your seat you meet the instructors and friends that are 
alongside you for this journey. You get your school kit filled with new, exciting tools 
and a few mannequin heads that you name immediately. You spend the next couple 
of days becoming familiar with your new school life, labelling your belongings and 
truly settling in. Either way you’re thrilled and these are the things and people you 
will be in close quarters with for the months to come. 
 Naturally, the novelty wears off. Everything seems very repetitive, and the thought 
of doing another 9–5 in class makes your stomach hurt. You are now in ‘roller sets’ 
and ‘perm winding’ hell. It didn’t seem so bad at first, and you’re eager to practise 
your new skills. Soon you’ve made your way to the floor and your working on “real 
customers” with “real hair”, however you feel you’re not making progress and  
you’re working for free. In fact, in your part-time job you’re making money doing 
the same things. It can feel like you’re only being asked to work on clients where you 

have already mastered your skill set. So you start 
skipping class, feel a little bit entitled and you 
only want to work on specific clients. You’re able 
to convince yourself that your learning so much 
more in the salon and the money is great, so the 
inevitable happens and you eventually drop out. 
   In this industry, I’ve seen this happen way too 
many times. Let’s take a moment and reflect on 

why you started cosmetology school in the first place: because this industry is really 
freaking awesome and who wouldn’t want to be a part of it. Let’s remove the entitlement  
for a minute and focus on being a student and what it entails. One: start by showing 
up to class everyday with an open mind and the willingness to learn. Two: practice 
makes perfect and we as hairdressers thrive on perfection, therefore repetition is 
key, as it builds speed and consistency. Three: sweeping the floors and cleaning the 
washrooms is part of the process. Enjoy the process, nobody starts at the top. Four: 
customer service is the key to our business – give your clients 110% every time. Client 
retention comes from the service experience you give regularly. Five: always remain 
a student and learn as much as you can. We are in an industry where we should never  
stop learning. Learn the rules, you can only break the rules once you know them. 
Become a master of the craft and specialize in something that makes you unique. No 
artist is the same, we are all talented in our own way. One thing that can set you aside 
from everyone else is completing school and becoming a licensed hairstylist.
 Although not all provinces require you to have a license, many do. Ontario just recently  
implemented practical testing again. All practicing hairstylists must carry a license 
from the Ontario College of Trades. The province of Alberta requires year-one and  
year-two practical tests. Maintaining an active license will be key to being a successful  
stylist or barber. So if you’re new or experienced in the field, remember that  learning  
the foundational skills of the beauty trade can set you apart from the rest, help build 
credibility for you as a unique artist, and help your hair and beauty studio shine 
above all else. Invest in yourself so that your clients feel comfortable investing in you 
as well. Take pride in that.

Invest in yourself 
so that your clients 
feel comfortable 
investing in you.

Hair: Chloe Neville



VINCE RIVERSO
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THE POWERFUL MAN

From humble beginnings to a beauty empire, VENUS 
Beauty Supplies recently celebrated its 40th anniversary  
in business. At the helm is president Vince Riverso, a 
leader who serves and guides his own business and the 
beauty industry at large in ever-evolving ways. 
 Much has changed in the industry since Riverso got 
his start at only eight years old, when he recalls helping 
his father paint the walls of their very first office. His  
influential parents, Sam and Alfreda Riverso founded  
VENUS in 1977, offering Clairol and various perm products  
– the salon staple of that decade. After 10 years in business,  
Sam and Alfreda took full proprietorship of VENUS and 
invited their children to be a part of their journey.
 While Sam and Alfreda are now retired, they still sit 
on the board of directors and visit VENUS regularly. “My  
parents are mentors and I really value their experience 
and opinion,” he explains. “We look to them for advice 
as we continually strive to innovate and grow.”
 Before carving out his wildly successful path as  
President, Vince began as a sales consultant for VENUS at 
the age of 23 after graduating from university. He hit the 
roads of Hamilton, cold-calling salons with only a Perly’s  
map book and a few sheets torn from the Yellow Pages.  
While Hamilton was unfamiliar territory to Vince, the 
young consultant quickly learned how to deal with  

rejection after being escorted out of several salons.  
Following several months on the road, he made his first 
sale. While it was quite a humbling experience for him, 
it was one that he learned from and appreciated years  
later. Although he would tell you that he never considered  
himself as the best business consultant, he understood 
very early on in his career the value of building and 
fostering relationships with customers. 
 Vince, along with his sister, Mara Federici, Vice President  
of Human Resources, and brother, Greg Riverso, Vice 
President of Operations, continually strive to grow 
and thrive in today’s competitive distribution market. 
With 60 employees, including 21 Business Consultants, 
VENUS Beauty Supplies prides itself on providing  
business solutions and innovations for their customers 
by providing the latest products and current education 
for stylists. For 15 years, Vince has also been a proud 
contributor and board member of the Allied Beauty  
Association, with a belief that the ABA can be a voice 
for our entire industry. 
 With a deep-seated drive to continually move VENUS 
forward, the management team introduced the ever- 
popular VIP events. Hosted three times a year, the intimate  
affair attracts groups of talented artists from all over 
North America to learn, be inspired and mingle. 
 Vince says that while the industry has changed a 
lot in the last five years, mostly with the rise of social  
media influencers and online shopping, extremely  
talented beauty professionals with rock star-like auras 
have remained a driving force in the beauty industry. 
For up and coming stylists, he adds, “The industry is  
always changing, and a solid curriculum today is needed  
for the future stylists of tomorrow. Education is key.”

“The industry is  
always changing, 

and a solid  
curriculum today 
is needed for the 
future stylists of 

tomorrow.”





HOPE
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COLLECTION

An awakening within the human soul 
that life can be better than it is…
Hair & Makeup: One Styling Beauty Academy
Photographer: Jessica Pechet, One Beauty
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REVEL IN BEAUTY
Powered by the Allied Beauty Association
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SHOW

Revel in Beauty made a big impact in the south building of the 
Metro Toronto Convention Center in March. With over 400 
booths, 110 exhibitors 30 international artists lets just say there 
was something at the show for everyone. The energy in the room 
carried the show with excitement for the entire two days. The 
change in the show structure gave everyone a chance to shine. 
Kudos to Alan Audet and the whole ABA team on a job well done. 
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ALOPECIA HAS NO FACE
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CLIENT CARE

Alopecia is the medical term for hair loss.  The hair loss 
occurs when the immune system mistakenly attacks  
the hair follicles. The hair loss can be from your 
head or from the body. The effects of alopecia can be  
devastating, causing low self-esteem, depression, social 
isolation, and emotional upset.
 Although hair loss typically happens as we age, 
the onset of alopecia can be from major surgery,  
after childbirth, physical or psychological stress, iron  
deficiencies due to hormones or the side effects of  
certain medications.
 There are different forms of alopecia; such as  
androgenetic alopecia, alopecia areata, alopecia totalis,  
alopecia universalis, trichotillomania, and scarring  
alopecia. The difference amongst the alopecia family is 
the severity of the baldness.
 Androgenetic alopecia can affect males and females 
at the crown of their head and with a receding hairline.  
The causes of this form of alopecia may be due to  
hormonal changes and genetics. 
 Alopecia areata are random bald patches on the 
scalp, face or body. This is mainly due an autoimmune 
disease whereby the immune system attacks the body’s 
hair follicles.
 Alopecia totalis is marked by total hair loss on the 
scalp and Alopecia universalis is the most severe  
resulting in hair loss of the whole body.   Trichotillomania  
is a self induced form of hair breakage by twisting,  
pulling or picking at the hair on the scalp.
 Scarring alopecia is when the hair follicles have been 
replaced by scarring tissue and the hair can no longer 
grow back.
 Although hair loss may be temporary or permanent 
for some clients here are some tips to help:

1.   Early diagnosis – helping your client recognize hair  
thinning, balding, or hair loss and encourage  
professional treatments early.

2.  Have your client follow-up with a family physician 

to discuss medication treatments that may include 
rogaine, finasteride, dutasteride, aldactone, topical 
corticosteroid preparations or injections of steroid 
triamcinolone acetonide

3.  Refer your client to a specialized centre for onsite 
treatment of topical applications – treatments like 
anthralin lotion or steroid prednisone may be used

4.   For male clients suggesting a new bald cut to embrace 
a new look

5.   For female clients suggesting the use of quality wigs 
or hair clips to fill in gaps such as great lengths 

6.  Teach them how to style their hair accordingly.  
Create volume, change their part or a sleek finish

7.   Hair transplantation: this involves removing parts of 
the scalp that are healthy and transplanting them to 
an area of baldness.

8.   Hair products recommendations … Use products 
that help to stimulate the scalp like tea tree, and  
peppermint. Remind client that massaging the 
scalp increases blood flow to the head promoting a 
healthy scalp, which help with hair growth. 

Nobody wants to be faced with hair loss, however it is 
a rather common condition.  Finding treatments, hair 
solutions, and support for your clients in their local 
communities can help to relieve symptoms, save hair 
follicles not damaged, and provide solutions for some.

Words From 
The Street
Stephen Williams
Age; 40
Mississauga, ON 

At what age did you 
notice your hair was 
thinning/balding? 
At age 24.

Was balding a genetic 
factor? 
Yes,  my older brother is 
completely bald and my 
mother experiences  
alopecia areata.

What helped you  
transition from having 
hair to having no hair? 
Embracing the fact that I 
was going to lose it all and 
shaving it very low.

Did you seek guidance 
from a family physician? 
Yes, my family doctor  
identified it as male  
pattern baldness  
(androgenetic) and  
described how it would 
affect me.

Did you try any home 
treatments? 
Yes, I would try hair lotions 
and creams that promote 
hair thickness, however the 
hair in certain areas never 
grew back.

What advice would you 
give hair stylists about 
male and female  
baldness? 
Be supportive, educate 
their clients, and help  
them understand the  
conditions early on.  
Also help clients to  
feel comfortable with  
a new look. 

Resources: 
Canadian Dermatology 
Association 
www.dermatology.ca

By Nicole Trotter

Androgenic alopecia Alopecia Areata Alopecia totalis



KOFI
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VISUAL ARTIST

Kofi Frempong was born in Ghana and grew up in the 
Jane and Finch community. At the age of four he and 
his family made their way from Ghana to Montreal and 
from Montreal to Toronto. Kofi fell in love with art at the  
tender age of 5, when he was introduced to line drawing  
by his father who would draw illustrations of Egyptians.  
Kofi was fascinated and he knew right away that he had 
a passion for putting pen to paper. Kofi starting tracing 
various work, and that is where he developed his true 
skills. That became a part of his identity. 
 Kofi didn’t start painting until later in life as the fear of 
failure overpowered the desire to try. He’s a self-taught  
artist, however he did go to school for the arts. While 
he was there, his lack of focus caused his art professors  
to recommended that he consider another career path. 
Discouraged, he gave it up for several years but he  
returned with the confidence he needed to create Kofi’s 
Art. Kofi conquered the paint brush, creating vibrant 
and colourful artwork that has circulated the world. 
He puts together community events such as Freedom  
Friday, where local artists display live paintings, provide  
training to up-and-coming visual artists, and guests can 
enjoy food and music.
 He wants to one day own a gallery to showcase and 
sell his work and the work others. As he knows being 
an artist can feel very lonely at times, his advice to new 
artists is to put yourself out there and enjoy the process.

Name: Kofi Michael Frempong
Occupation: Visual Artist / Community Health 
Worker
Status: Married with Children
From: Ghana
Community: Jane and Finch 
Education: Humber College, Design Foundation;  
Centennial College, Art Fundamentals



UPPR
MGMT
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BARBERSHOP

UPPR MGMT is the barber shop for the elite. Where boys 
leave as men and men leave as gentlemen. A dynamic  
group of artists that combine their skills with the  
clippers, scissors and razor. 



 YOUNG 
BUCK
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ROOKIE PROFILE

Philip is a trendy, up and coming barber who took on 
barbering as an after-school job to make some extra 
cash. As his passion has grown, he is now looking to 
make waves in the industry. He started at Li Boys Hair 
Studio in Streetsville, Mississauga and then moved 
onto the very prestigious UPPR MGMT in Toronto. He 
has spent most of his time shadowing elite barbers to 
perfect his craft.  
 “I love the connections I’m able to make in the industry.  
Roberto Rago and Chris Evidente, who was trained by 
Vidal Sassoon, are the most influential stylists I have had  
the pleasure of working with. I look forward to continuing  
to attend classes and industry events. I’m a big fan of Josh  
Lamonaca on Instagram, his technique and attention to 
detail with both scissors and clippers is amazing.” 

Name: Philip Decouto  
Years: 1 year in the industry
School: Sheridan College 
Program: HR Business Administration 



Working with so many people over the years I was shocked to find out that many are 
not taking full advantage of the tax credits and deductions that are owed to them 
each year. As a tax-paying citizen in Canada you have a medical tax credit. Woefully 
underused, a medical tax credit can be utilized to claim your accrued, out-of-pocket 
medical bills for prescriptions, dental, medical devices and the list goes on. With 
some deductions, you don’t even need a prescription!

Medical Expenses
You can claim medical expenses paid for yourself, your spouse or common-law partner  
and certain related persons. Medical expenses threshold: For the 2017 tax year, the 
maximum is 3% of net income or $2,268, whichever is less. For 2018, the maximum is 
3% or $2,302, whichever is less. (Apr 2, 2018)

Tax Tip
Because this is a deduction and not a credit, if you submit your receipts and they 
are not used because you have already brought your taxes payable down to zero, 
you will lose the tax deduction. So to avoid losing your eligible deduction, select a 
12-month period to maximize the tax credit. The 12-month period may vary from 
year to year, and you cannot claim the same expense twice.

Eligible Expenses
The list of eligible medical expenses is extensive and includes payments to medical 
practitioners, dentists or nurses, public or licensed private hospitals in respect of 
medical or dental services, additional costs related to the purchase of non-gluten 
food products, expenses paid for training courses for a tax payer or a related per-
son in respect of the care of a person with a mental or physical impairment, cost of 
purchased or leased products, equipment or devices that provide relief, assistance 
or treatment for any illness, cost of blood coagulation monitors for use by individ-
uals who require anticoagulation, therapy, including pricking devices, lancets and 
test strips; premiums paid to private health insurance plans; expenses incurred after 
2013 for specially trained service animals that assist individuals with severe diabe-
tes; remuneration for tutoring persons with learning disabilities, or other mental 
impairments, if the need for such services is certified by a medical practitioner, and 
reasonable supplemental expenses for the construction or renovation of a residence 
to enable a person with a serious, prolonged handicap to have access to this resi-
dence, to move about therein and to carry out activities of daily living (please ask 
me about the Disability Tax Credit (DTC) if you or someone you know suffers from a 
disability and is not collecting the DTC).
 If you are an incorporated business, or self employed, besides the basics, such as 
product and furniture, you can get a dollar-for-dollar deduction for extended health 
care for you, you family and your employees – contracted or salaried. As always, 
should you have questions, please email me! I love to help!
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BUSINESS 101

Alanna McKeogh • 416-797-4661 • alanna@orowealth.ca

TAX THERAPY
Medical expenses are woefully 
under-used and under-claimed 

by Canadians. Read on to find  
out if your expenses qualify  

you for a tax deduction 



I wonder if the sun ever gets lonely.
Too bright for us to look at, too scolding for anything to get close to.
Everything she touches, she burns.
I wonder what she yearns for, what she cries about. Does she ever get jealous of the 
moon?
Is she like me, getting tired of people relying on her every time she wakes up?
So big, so beautiful, I wonder if she knows it.
Never letting anybody in because everything she touches, she burns. She keeps her 
distance to protect others, oblivious to the fact that she is needed. She is loved. The 
whole world looks up to her.

Dear sun, you are so much more than the pain you think you bring others.
Dear sun you are ethereal, nothing in this world compares.
Too big, too bright, too beautiful.
Hiding behind clouds to dim your lights, trying to be less to make people comfortable 
because your presence simply makes some uncomfortable.

Guiding others as if you’re not lost yourself, providing hope and giving people  
reasons to wake up everyday as if you’re not hopelessly counting down the days you 
can seize to exist.

Dear reader you are the sun, the sun is within you and without you the world would 
never be the same. To whoever needs to hear it, the world is ready for you and there 
are many who appreciate you. Even though you don’t believe it nor see it, your light 
is shining through.
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SPOKEN WORD

THE SUN 
WITHIN YOU

A Free Verse Poem By 
Ky’ana Sampson-Cox



BANTU 
KNOT
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IT’S AN AFRICAN THING

How To (Natural 
Hair Tutorial)
1.  Shampoo/Wash/condition
2.  Moisturize the scalp and  

hair, comb through using a 
wide-tooth comb.

3.  Take neat sections – big or 
small, horizontal or vertical.

4.  Braid the hair from root  
to  end.

5.  Wrap the braid from the  
base of your section,  
creating the bun, taking it 
right up to the top.

6. Pin or tuck.

By D’antal Sampson

Often, we forget that hair serves a greater purpose than 
style. The beauty in our art lies in its ability to transcend 
form and function and create meaning beyond what we 
imagined. That being said, the modern artist who emulates  
the beauty of utility and intention are truly brilliant. 
Some of the most strikingly gorgeous hairstyles that we 
see are rooted in the tactful, calculated and often sacred  
methods of ancient cultural groups Historically, hair 
has protected, strengthened and empowered the likes 
of queens, kings and warriors; all donning our favourite  
styles. Having knowledge of the powerful nature of your  
styles will allow you to bring your artistic visions to life  
with passion and persistence like never before. You cannot  
create extraordinary without knowledge of the ordinary.  
 Protective hairstyles, although worn by some for  
fashion, are meant to protect natural hair from the  
wear and tear of daily use. Bantu Knots, also known  
as Zulu knots, are small coiled buns that are secured 
against the side of the head. These knots are characterized  
by their ability to maintain as well as their quick, painless  
routine. The Zulu people are a Bantu ethnic group in  
Southern Africa. The word “Bantu” simply means  
“people,” which is used to describe a number of southern  
ethnic groups on the continent.
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SIGNATURE COLLECTION

inclusion
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ɛfɛ magazine,
      the beauty of inclusion.
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SIGNATURE COLLECTION

inclusion

Photo: Wioletta Suska 
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A world where 
    everyone belongs.
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OUR PASSION IS FASHION

CAN YOU 
Function or fashion, what’s your choice? Good posture involves training  

your body to stand, sit and lie in a position where the least strain is 
placed on muscles and ligaments during movement. As stylist/barbers 
we are on our feet for 8–10 hours a day. Most times it’s hard to maintain 
the correct posture especially after a long day. What many of you don’t 

realize is, the better your posture, the longer your career and even 
though comfort should be the top priority, fashion often wins for all. 
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KICK IT?



PRODUCT GUIDE

CRAZY FOR FRAMAR
The one-stop shop for all your colour accessory needs.
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VETERAN’S CORNER

Andrea here, and it is my pleasure to introduce you 
to Frank Campanelli, who contributed so much to my 
growth as a stylist. Linea Hair Studio was one of the 
first high-end salons I worked from as an assistant 
fresh out of beauty school. As I start my new journey as 
an editor in chief, I have the privilege of interviewing 
artists from different walks of life, where the common 
ground is passion. 
    Frank has been in the industry for over 30 years, starting  
out at Marvel Beauty School in Yorkville. Yorkville 
was the sought-after spot for stylists and he secured 
a place at the infamous salon Johnathans, where he  
assisted a stylist that worked with Michael Jackson. 
Even though he was never able to assist while she did 
his hair, it was pretty exciting to work with one of the 
best. She had a diverse clientele which meant he had to 
get his hands dirty right from the beginning. 
    However, that was short lived: Frank went through 
four different salons in five years – he wanted to learn 
as much as possible from as many stylists as possible. It 
was at that time he realized the importance of finding 
your comfort, finding your fit in a salon, and knowing 
that this can make or break your career. 
    At age 24, Frank opened his own salon. That was the 
best fit for him. He originally wanted to be an architect, 
as structures and hard lines inspired him and would  
be the base for all his hair cuts. Even though he didn’t  
take on the job of architect, he had the pleasure of  
building his own house, designing the salon, and  

creating unique furniture. 
    His favourite era of his career was the 90’s, training with Sebastian and Geri Cusenza,  
who were very inspirational. She invented the first crimping iron in 1972. She took 
texture to a whole new level, she embraced everything hair. “It was the best training 
I ever had, thank you Metro Beauty Supply for providing such an experience”. There 
he met career-long friend Daniel Naumovski, a multi-award winning stylist.   
 Ten years after being in business Frank moved to a bigger location and expanded 
to a staff of nine. 
 “Managing people is a different business, it is not good or bad” he says. “All stylists 
are different. To mentor and build is a big responsibility, only do it if you love it”.

Pet Peeve: Instafamous stylists. I understand social media is our biggest benefit but 
also our biggest challenge. For both stylist and clients. Clients watch YouTube videos 
and think they can do hair, hair stylists watch YouTube videos and think they are a 
masters. We need to get back in the classrooms. I don’t fear that technology will take 
over our industry, personal touch will always be important. I think the industry vets 
need to show the up-and-coming stylists the true heart of this industry: passion.

Advice: Do it for the love, everything else will follow.

V IS FOR 
VETERAN
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THE TRAVELLING BARBER

Thaddeus started barbering only three and a half years 
ago. Before cutting hair, Thad played basketball at York 
University and took health studies. Although in the Sri  
Lankan community barbering is not acceptable as a  
working profession, Thad received the Presidential award  
in 2017 which recognizes extremely successful Sri Lankans.  
Thad began his barbering journey at Platinum Barbershop  
in Mississauga, but he felt that he could be bigger than 
what he was doing. He made the life-changing move 
to Montréal to be a part of Notorious Barbershop. He 
wanted to be part of a strong team, and he fit right in.

How did you get to where you are now? 
“I stayed after hours for a lot of things. I needed to get 
better. Famous played a big role in my growth. He’s my  
mentor. Which was really cool even though he was younger.”
 “I did hair for Chris Brown who reposted my design 
which really helped grow my Instagram. This encouraged  
a lot of other celebrities. I’ve worked with Roy Jones Jr., 
BIG Sean, OVO crew (BAKA, Dvsn, Drake), the Montréal 
Canadiens, the Toronto Blue Jays, the New York Rangers,  
OVO Bounce and Warner Bros. I pride myself in  
providing good customer service, it eliminates nerves 
builds rapport.” 

How did your travelling journey begin? 
“I started travelling Europe in 2015, I went to Barcelona 
and Prague.”

 “I teach because its my way of giving back to the 
world. I’ve been blessed with something I can share 
with others. I love to inspire and motivate people.”
 “The best part of travelling is getting to meet new 
people. A common element that all barbers  share is 
the passion. Hair speaks one language; it’s very easy to  
understand hair. Passion overpowers everything.”
 “Travelling is the best way to spend your money. My 
favourite places I’ve travelled are Prague and Paris  
because I’m in love with fashion history and art. That’s 
what inspires me personally.”

How many flights have you taken in 2017?
“I took 42 flights in 2017. I’ve already been on 14 in 
2018.”

What’s the worst travel experience you’ve had? 
I lost my luggage and got sick in Budapest. Lesson 
learned, picking up luggage is a must.” 

What do you do when you’re not travelling? 
“I’m a writer, and I also have my own clothing line – my 
goal is to be a world renowned men’s stylist.”

What would you tell any up and coming artist? 
“That the process is very important. There’s no skipping  
steps in life. Enjoy the process because you have to 
work for it all and it’s going to feel the much better 
when you do.”

THADDEUS
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COLLECTION

POTENTIAL
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Something we all have but  
not everyone realizes it to the 
fullest. Let’s ensure they all  
know their potential.

Hair & Makeup: Monika Kowalik
Stylist: Dana Kalinowski
Photo: Anita Surma



For more waxing 
tips and tricks, 
follow Voula on 
Instagram!

@spainthevillage

PEDICURES!
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SPALICIOUS

The season of pretty feet is upon us, finally! After hiding 
our feet in winter boots, they finally come out for air.
 Hopefully you have urged your clients to spend the 
winter moisturizing! After all, winter is very drying to 
our poor feet. I have even convinced many of my clients 
to go polish-free for a period of the winter to let their 
toenails breathe and directly absorb moisturizer.
 Now is the time for a good spring-clean. It’s easiest if 
clients can get a pedicure about every four weeks, and 
the first step is the most important: never underestimate 
the power of a good soak. One of the biggest mistakes 
I’ve encountered when I get a pedicure myself is that the  
esthetician doesn’t soak my feet enough, leaving them  
feeling raw afterwards. Soak for a minimum of 10 minutes,  
preferably 15 minutes, to help loosen dry skin and  
ensure your client is comfortable during the buffing and 
exfoliating stages. 
 Use the soaking time to help clean under your clients’ nails  
with your favourite tool. Our angle at our clients’ feet 
makes it easy for us to help with this cleaning, especially 
for clients who may be older or who may have mobility 
issues where bending down to do so themselves is difficult.
 Gently push back cuticles properly with a stainless- 
steel cuticle pusher instead of just cutting. This is especially  

kind for clients whose feet are tender and dry from wintery  
neglect! Get out your favourite oils to help hydrate. I  
love pineapple oil because its natural enzymes are so 
moisturizing.
 Buff nail surfaces gently for smooth polish application,  
but not too much! Remove dead skin from the feet before  
a moisturizing massage and prepping the nails for polish.
 Now it’s time for the artist in you to take over: help 
your clients pick the best polish colour for their skin 
tones. While we like to think there are few fashion rules 
we need to follow these days, the truth is that our skin 
tones affect how colours look. Fair, pink-toned skin goes 
well with pastels and mid-tones but can look washed 
out with extremely dark tones. Medium-toned skin with  
yellow undertones looks good with corals, warm reds, 
fuchsia, pinks and some dark colours, however pastels 
often don’t work. Dark skin looks great with darker  
colours like purples, cool reds and deep blues but looks 
harsh with pastel shades. If a client picks a colour I’m 
unsure about, I always say we should test it on one nail 
first before committing to it, so we can be sure it sings. 
 Good luck with your pedicures, and don’t forget to 
take some time to care for your feet too. Hooray for  
sandals, good bye winter!
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GAME CHANGERS

Do you ever wonder what it’s like to be the brains 
behind the operation of an amazing industry event? 
There are so many thing to take into consideration; the 
lighting, timing, the effects… but most importantly, the 
models and the clothing, which is P & J’s specialty. 
 Pascal and Jeremie began their incredible journey 
into the glamorous world of fashion 22 years ago. They 
have dressed celebrities for TV, the Grammy’s and the 
Oscars, living the total red carpet life. Their first job as a  
team was with singer Lara Fabian, completing her entire  
Canadian/European tour. They were known for being 
the gentlemen of the industry which opened many 
doors for them. At one time they were working with 
over 2,000 vendors; busy was an understatement. Their 
world changed when Stephan Largo from Redken  
introduced them to the ABA. After wardrobing their 
first show for Redken, Doriane Dalati, Redken’s then-VP,  
signed them for all shows moving forward. 
 Pascal & Jeremie have never completely left fashion, 
but the beauty industry had a very different feel than 
TV. The passion, creativity and love within our industry 
is authentic and unmatched. “That’s why we fell in love 
with the beauty industry.” With 86 ABAs under their belt,  
the Vidal Sassoon memorial at the NAHA awards, as 
well as directing shows for Sam Villa, they have touched 
many people in our industry. Pascal & Jeremie met Joan 
Harrison at the ABA 15 years ago, leading to 15 years of 
great friend- and mentorship. They were Joan’s fashion 
gurus for 7 years and opened her shows for 10. This  
dynamic duo turns everything they touch into gold. 

PASCAL & JEREMIE 
CONCEPT
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HOLIDAY

FATHER’S
DAYThough not as important as moms (kidding!), we can’t 

forget to keep our male clients up to date with the trend 
and stocked up with the right products to maintain 

their style. Lets give dads a perfect present too.
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MOTHER’S 
DAY The perfect gift for moms regardless of hair type, 

at this time of year, moisture is important. Be sure 
to have a selection of gift packages to retail in your 
salon. You can never go with hair products.  



With 10 years of experience in hair styling, Timothy Kuo 
has thrived off of his passion for creating individual  
style for each and everyone of his clients. With a creative  
flare, he approaches each project as though it were his 
most important one, giving not only unique style in 
hair, but also a personal customer service, forgotten  
by so many others in the field. Focusing not only  
behind the chair, Tim has had his work published and 
contributed on how-to’s for hair styling in numerous 
national trade magazines. Tim is always trying to push 
the boundaries of hair by showcasing his creativity with 
editorial shoots, he was recently crowned BC Hairstylist 
of the year 2013, and Revlon Professional StyleMasters 
Canadian winner for 2012. Being the stylist of choice 
amongst many, this youthful trend-setter incorporates 

innovative techniques to come up 
with styles that match the individual 
needs of each client. While staying  
active in the industry, Tim also 
hones his colouring skills working 
for Revlon Professional as an artist  
facilitating educational classes and  
doing hair shows.
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COLLECTION

PURPOSE

Hair: Timothy Kuo
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THE STYLIST HOUR

A wife, mother, and stylist extraordinaire, Janet Jackson is the hair stylist that does it 
all. She attended George Brown College for Cosmetology and has been in the industry  
for over 15 years, however most of her training has happened within the salon.  
Janet started out in the salon, working with Buster Berkley, sweeping the floors and  
answering phones. While doing this, Janet was also pursuing her dream career in 
social work. Due to high demand, she decided to rent her own chair elsewhere. 
 Janet is a true multitasker, as she worked as a social worker while juggling hairstyling.  
As her passion for hair began to take hold, she wanted to move on to working in an 
upscale, established salon. Janet worked in Toronto for 12 years making a name for 
herself, working with dancers, singers and local celebrities like Keshia Chanté and  
Tracey Moore. With all of her success, Janet opened her first salon downtown Brampton.  
This new location was too far for her clientele, so she decided to open a boutique 
salon on Royal York street with a staff of 12. 
 “I love being busy; jugging the salon, TV, celebrity hair, travel, and being brand 
ambassador. I’d be lost without it. Every job is a potential introduction to a new job. A 
typical day for me requires lots of prep. It starts as early as 4am. I like looking good.” 
 “I love giving people the opportunity to see themselves in a different light. I  
take pride in transforming people. Sometimes people don’t see the true potential  
of their beauty until you pull it out of them and show them. I am blessed that people 
want to know what I have to say, trust and enjoy my brand. Hair care is important 
to me. I am comfortable with all textures and there aren’t enough stylists that are 
comfortable with that.” 

What is your favourite thing to do? 
“Cutting hair and hair extensions because you can drastically change a person.” 

Where is your favourite place to travel for work? 
“L.A., it makes you feel important, part of the elite. I know that I made it. Cause  
everyone who goes to L.A. is there to accomplish something.” 

Any advice for new stylists?
“Be open to all information. Pretend to be a rookie at all times, allowing yourself to 
constantly learn the business. Be a specialist at something, you’ll thank me later.”

And even after all her accomplishments… she feels she just getting started.

JANET JACKSON
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Hair: Janet Jackson
Makeup: Neo’s Beauty
Photo: Jamie Torrence
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MAKEUP WITH SHANNON

THE 
PERFECT 

LIP
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Creating the perfect pout in the world of makeup can 
be a difficult task. But here are some pointers you might 
be able to use to your advantage when your client is 
looking for that perfect lip! 

1.  Start with exfoliated lips! In a perfect world, all clients  
would understand that having prepped lips is half 
the battle in creating a perfect lip. But that is not  
always the case and you can use this as an opportunity  
to educate your client on how to prep their lips for 
a smoother application. Make sure you have a lip  
exfoliator in your kit at all times. Have the client  
exfoliate their own lips in they are interested in 
learning or just do it yourself and have those lips nice 
and soft for the next step.

2.  Hydrate the lips! Now that you have exfoliated any dead 
skin cells away, go ahead and apply a lip moisturizer  
to the lips. A nice trick is to complete these steps  
before applying any makeup so that the moisturizer 
really has time to penetrate while you are completing 
the rest of the makeup. 

3.  Line those lips! Regardless of if you are just making 
the lips one colour or creating something like an 
ombre effect, lining the lips will always help you to 
create the shape your client desires. Try using your 
pinky finger to brace the rest of your hand on your 

client’s face so that your hand has more support to 
stay steady. If you are looking to create a very sharp 
line, make sure you are using the tip of the pencil 
and it’s sharpened. If you’re looking to create a more  
diffused line, lay the pencil on it’s side and drag the 
line across the lip. 

4.  Lipstick and/or gloss! From my experience, the best 
way to apply lipstick of gloss to lined lips is to sure a lip 
brush. Firstly, it is way more hygienic and secondly,  
you’ll get a more precise application. 

5.  Above all else, know your client! Investigate with 
them to find out what exactly they are looking for. 
Ask them questions like if their lips tend to get dry 
quickly, or ask them to describe their perfect lip.  
Understand that all skin tones are going to require 
different colours. All the tips in the world will not help 
if you don’t understand what your client is looking  
for. So get to know them and what they want their 
lips to look like when you’re finished. 

I could add another point here about what colours 
would look best on various skin tones, but I find that the 
beauty of makeup is having my client walk away with 
confidence they didn’t have before sitting in my chair.  
So whatever colour makes your client feel beautiful is 
what you should be giving him/her.

For more tips, 
tricks and looks on 
makeup trends and 
looks, visit Shannon 
on social media!

@shannonalvares

youtube.com/
shannonalvares
makeup

CREATING CURVACEOUS LIPS FOR YOUR CLIENTS

A FEW FAVES!
MAC Cosmetics Lip Scrubtious in  

Candied Nectar This scrub contains oils 
that leave the skin feeling super smooth!

Too Faced Lip Injection Extreme By far, my favourite product for priming the lips. 
There are ingredients to promote a lip plumping effect, but more importantly, once 
you’ve let this product sit on the lips for about 15-20 minutes, liners apply like a dream! 

Sephora Rouge Gel Lip Liner These are my favourite liners for lining the lips and 
even better for filling in the lips. Extreme comfort all day long!
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BRIDAL

Wedding season is upon us and boy, 
how times have changed. No longer 

is it only about the bride. Grooms are 
pampered just the same, salons now 

have both parties fussing over updo’s 
and beards. Its a great idea to offer  

a wedding package for both him  
and her for their special day.

WEDDING BELLS

Hair & Makeup: Monika Kowalik
Stylist: Dana Kalinowski

Photo: Anita Surma
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FEENING FOR 
FLAT IRONS
TAMING HAIR 
WITH TITANIUM
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PRODUCT GUIDE

There so many amazing flat irons on the 
market, and stylists are always looking for 
the latest and the greatest. A little bling 
bling or a cool motif can really catch the 
eye, this allows them to show a bit of them-
selves through their tools. However, that 
shouldn’t be the only thing that attracts a 
stylist to flat iron. Besides the ergonomics, 
the plates is the very most important fea-
tures on your iron as it will determine the 
end results. Titanium is the most superior 
heat conductor there is in our market. 
 Titanium is a chemical element with 
symbol Ti and atomic number 22. It is 
a lustrous transition metal with a silver 
color, low density, high strength and very 
light weight. Titanium is resistant to corro-
sion in sea water, aqua regia, and chlorine. 
Titanium can be mixed with other proper-
ties to provide maximum benefits for hair.
 So you know that clients that walks into 
the salon with coarse, resistant, stubborn 
curls gone wild type of hair.  That client you 
wish is not for you… A flat iron with titani-
um plates should be your tools of choice. 
The reason being is, titanium distributes 
heat evenly on the entire plate without 
fluctuation in temperatures during use, 
quickly giving hair consistent and even 
results from root to end. Reducing your 
styling time by over 40%. Titanium can be 
used on all hair types, be sure to adjust the 
temperatures according to texture. 





Good people, good conversation, and  
good music - a simple recipe for some of 

our greatest human experiences. Whether 
it’s a conscious realization or not, music 
has a tremendous impact on how we feel. 
Your salon is more than just a place where 
people go to get a haircut. It’s a full-service 
experience that leaves your customers 

feeling refreshed and brand new. The vibe 
and atmosphere of your salon (along with 
your undeniable talent - of course) is what 
will keep you at the top of everyone’s list. 

Discover the power of a great soundtrack 
with these playlists curated  

especially for you. 

By: Nikita Kataria
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MUSIC

SHAKE & STYLE
It’s a dance party and you and 
you’re favourite curling iron 
are invited. 
1. Nevermind - Dennis Lloyd
2.  Miss You - Cashmere Cat feat. 

Major Lazer & Tory Lanez 
3.  Ain’t Easy - Elijah Woods & Jamie 

Fine
4.  Man Down - Shakka feat.  

AlunaGeorge
5. Like an Animal - RUFUS DU SOL
6. The Middle - Zedd, Maren Morris
7.  I Wanna Know - NOTD feat. Bea 

Miller
8.  Coming Over - Dillon Francis  

feat. James Hersey
9.  GOODMORNING, Goodbye - 

FRENSHIP
10. Solo Dance - Martin Jensen

BARBERSHOP SOUNDS
Our favourite barbershop 
tunes. Add these songs to your 
playlist for a classic feel. 
1. Helena Beat - Foster The People 
2. 1950 - King Princess
3. Saturday Sun - Vance Joy 
4. Day 1 - HONNE
5.  Live In The Moment - Portugal. 

The Man
6. Follow Your Fire - Kodaline
7. Stand Up Tragedy - The Fratellis
8.  Hold Me Down - Family Of The 

Year
9. Paradise - George Ezra 
10. People’s Champ - Arkells 

HARMONIZED 

ART

FEEL THE VIBE
We’re setting a vibe for the Hip 
Hop and R&B lovers out there. 
Contains explicit content. 
1.  Lemon (Drake Remix) - N.E.R.D., 

Rihanna feat. Drake
2. Hypnotized - Tory Lanez
3. Pain And Pleasure - Black Atlass
4. Love Lies - Khalid feat. Normani 
5. Honest - Bazzi
6. I Fall Apart - Post Malone 
7. Psycho Pt. 2 - Russ
8.  Figures, a Reprise - Jessie Reyez, 

Daniel Caesar
9. Call Out My Name - The Weeknd 
10.  Get You - Daniel Caesar feat.  

Kali Uchis 

BOOMBOX BEATS
Take your clients back in time 
with these classic throwbacks 
from the 80s & 90s. 
1. Kiss - Prince
2. Faith - George Michael
3. Down Under - Men At Work
4. All That She Wants - Ace of Base
5. Red Red Wine - UB40
6.  You Shook Me All Night Long -  

AC/DC
7. Mony Mony - Billy Idol
8.  Should I Stay or Should I Go -  

The Clash
9. She’s So High - Tal Bachman 
10. Torn - Natalie Imbruglia 

TAILGATE PARTY
Summon summertime vibes with 
this laid-back, southern playlist.
1. Whole Lot In Love - Austin Burke
2. Get Me Some Of That - Cole Swindell 
3. When It Rains It Pours - Luke Combs
4. All on Me - Devin Dawson
5. Tequila - Dan + Shay
6. Singles You Up - Jason Aldean
7. Born To Love You - LANCO
8. Most People Are Good - Luke Bryan
9. Unforgettable - Thomas Rhett  
10. Do It With You - Andrew Hyatt



RESERVATIONS
(416) 900-1022

INFO@FIGURESTO.COM

ONLINE
WWW.FIGURESTO.COM

FACEBOOK.COM/FIGURESTORONTO
INSTAGRAM: @FIGURESTORONTO

LOCATION
137 AVENUE ROAD

TORONTO, ON. M5R 1R2

ɛfɛ MAGAZINE LAUNCH • WEDNESDAY JULY 4TH, 7PM TO CLOSE 
MINGLE WITH THE ELITE. MEET THE ƐFƐ TEAM AND UNDERSTAND THEIR VISION.

THESE ARE 
THE FIGURES 

THAT SHAPED US
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BIG Tease
Sunday, September 23rd at the Toronto Events Centre

Register your team for BIG Tease at 
info@efemagazine.com
Get your information package on BIG Tease - The Musical

Beauty: The quality present in a thing or person that gives intense pleasure 
or deep satisfaction to the mind, whether arising from sensory manifestations 
(as shape, colour, sound, etc.), a meaningful design or pattern, or something 
else (as a personality in which high spiritual qualities are manifest) 

Art: The quality, production, expression, or realm, according to aesthetic principles,  
of what is beautiful, appealing, or of more than ordinary significance.

BIG Tease is the presence of beauty with the collaboration of all art forms. 
Bring your “A” game, as the talent is fierce!
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